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Regarding the national samples, it appears (Table 1.5) that the majority of Ger-
man schools that used to send students abroad are large (the median size was 
larger than 1000). Moreover, the sample of hosting schools is of limited size. Also 
the Italian sample was composed mainly of sending schools and just few hosted 
participants: that is why from now on we will not comment specifically the hosting 
schools of Germany and Italy. Spanish and Portuguese samples of schools are simi-
lar, in the sense that both the sending sample and the hosting one are numerically 
adequate for specific analyses.

All German sending schools are vocational, included a large number of en-
rolled students and are accustomed to organise the concerned type of mobility in 
a local and national partnership. The very large part of German schools has been 
operating in the mobility business for a long time. 

The Italian schools are, instead, in large majority higher secondary schools or 
post-secondary (tertiary, non-academic) and just 38% vocational schools or train-
ing centres and they started more recently their mobility activity. 

Spanish schools are similar in size to the Italian ones, both as regard the send-
ing and the hosting ones. Concerning size, the Portuguese sample of schools seems 
much smaller than the other countries participating in the ROI-MOB project, 
though this may be due to a translation problem in the specific question. We have 
external-to-survey evidence of the similarity of all Mediterranean schools as re-
gards size.

The types of schools in the Spanish and Portuguese samples are similar: the large 
majority of schools are vocational and operate autonomously or through informal 
networks in promoting and realising mobility. The peculiarity of the samples – which 
may derive from situational partners’ selection – is highlighted in Table 1.6, in order 
to better understand the analysis that will be presented in the following chapters.

Table 1.5. General characteristics of sending schools, by country.

Germany
(n=29)

Italy
(n=38)

Portugal
(n=92)

Spain
(n=61)

Overall
(n=220)

Mean no. of enrolled students 1088 672  91** 771 508**
% lower secondary  0.0  0.0 12.1  9.8  7.8
% vocational, training centre 100.0 35.1 73.6 83.6 73.4
% higher secondary, university  0.0 64.9 14.3  6.6 18.8
% in mobility since 5 years 86.2 27.0 60.4 43.3 53.5
% autonomous, informal net* 24.1 31.6 58.7 65.6 51.4
% operating in a consortium* 10.3 50.0 15.2 27.9 24.1
% other supporting bodies* 82.8 36.8 42.4 31.2  43.6

(*) Respondents were allowed to give more than one answer. Thus, the total of the last three indicators 
in the table does not sum up to 100. (**) Portugal figure is probably underestimated, due to a translation 
problem in the posed question.
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Table 1.6. General characteristics of hosting schools, by country**.

Germany
(n=13)

Italy
(n=19)

Portugal
(n=62)

Spain
(n=30)

Overall
(n=124)

Mean no. of enrolled students 1385 985 168*** 1011 511***
% lower secondary  0.0  0.0 17.8 13.3 12.2
% vocational, training centre 100.0  0.0 66.1 83.3 64.2
% higher secondary, university  0.0 100.0 16.1 3.4 23.6
% in mobility since 5 years NA NA 62.1 58.6 56.8
% autonomous or informal net* NA NA 72.6 76.7 64.5
% operating in a consortium* NA NA  9.7 20.0 15.3
% other supporting bodies* NA NA 21.0 3.3 24.2

(*) Respondents were allowed to give more than one answer. Thus, the total of the last three indicators 
in the table does not sum up to 100. (**) Frequency distributions are not computed (NA) for sample 
sizes lower than 20. (***) Portugal figure is probably underestimated, due to a translation problem in 
the posed question.

1.6.3. Companies

Companies involved in VET international mobility belong to all business sec-
tors (Figure 1.3): the largest sector in terms of involvement is commerce, trade 
and tourism (27.4% of the involved companies), but also (traditional) industry3 
(18.1%) and companies that produce services for industry (14.4%) are involved 
in a relevant proportion. Other sectors relevant to VET mobility are services for 
persons and families (7.7%) and other third-sector services (education, social and 
health, banks, public administration and not-for-profit services (27.7%).

The size of sending companies is much larger than that of the hosting ones 
(Tables 1.7 and 1.8): the larger the size, the more likely that company is available to 
send, which means that these large companies abnegate for a limited period to one 
or more of own apprentices. Indeed, the mean number of apprentices sent abroad 
is 7 per year per company (Table 1.9).

3 The industry companies category includes both the commonly-intended industry (mechanic, me-
chatronic, chemical, electric, electronic, maintenance, etc.) and construction and energy industries.
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very large companies). A smaller number (4.4) of guests per company (Table 1.10) 
balances the diffusion of participants across hosting companies.

We conjecture that a small company is available to host participants more than 
a large one because smaller companies are able to effectively welcome provisional 
entries into their productive organisation, as they master their own productive 
system in an adaptive fashion, either substituting temporary vacancies with pro-
visional staff or improvising new duties for temporary human resources. It may 
also depend on the capacity of smaller organisations to grasp offers of public sub-
sidies for apprenticeship. Another possibility may derive from the funding system, 
though the possible tendency of European subsidies to encourage firms to start 
training but not to increase the demand for apprentices in firms accustomed to 
train, is limited and controversial (European Commission, 2013).

The functioning capacity in the mobility business of the involved companies is 
rather recent: just one third of companies dates its first mobility programme more 
than five years back, independently if they sent or hosted participants. 

Regarding the type of support which companies resort to, about 14% of send-
ing and 8% of hosting companies rely on a consortium. The remaining companies 
rely on own relational capacity and informal networks (56.9% for sending and 
46.9% for hosting units), and/or on the support of intermediary bodies (39.2% 
for sending and 50.4% for hosting units). In general, companies that can act in full 
autonomy when it comes to find placements are the multinationals, through their 
own branches abroad. In Germany5, about one out four participants performs his/
her mobility through this channel. The other companies operate in a network and 
rely upon external collaboration: even if contacts with abroad schools or com-
panies may be spontaneous, companies outsource applications, scholarships and 
administrative work to intermediaries.

Table 1.9. General characteristics of sending companies, by country**.

Germany
(n=39)

Overall
(n=51)

Mean number apprentices sent 5.7  7.0
% in mobility since 6 years or more 24.3 31.9
% autonomous or informal net* 61.5 56.9
% operating in a consortium* 10.3 13.7
% other supporting bodies* 41.0 39.2

(*) Respondents were allowed to give more than one answer. Thus, the total of the last three indi-
cators in the table does not sum up to 100. (**) Indicators are not computed for countries whose 
sample size is lower than 20.

5 The practice represented in our data mainly refers to the City of Hamburg, which is characterised 
by the presence of a steering institution, such as Arbeit und Leben, one of the ROI-MOB project 
partners. Nevertheless, the relationships highlighted in this volume are meant to represent the Ger-
man situation, rather than just the Hamburg one.
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Table 1.10. General characteristics of hosting companies, by country.

Germany
(n=20)

Portugal
(n=173)

Spain
(n=68)

Overall
(n=262)

Mean number hosted participants  1.6  3.7  7.1  4.4
% in mobility since 6 years 25.0 39.4 27.9 35.1
% autonomous or informal net** 55.0 50.3 36.8 46.9
% operating in a consortium** 20.0  8.7  3.0  8.0
% other supporting bodies** 30.0 46.8 64.7 50.4

(*) Frequency distributions are not computed for country’s sample sizes lower than 20. (**) Respon-
dents were allowed to give more than one answer. Thus, the total of the last three indicators in the 
table does not sum up to 100.

Regarding the business sector, sending and hosting companies are rather similar 
(Tables 1.11 to 1.13). In Germany, country accounting for more than three quar-
ters of the ROI-MOB sample of sending companies, companies belong to all busi-
ness sectors, even though the traditional industry prevails (46.1% of the sample 
at stake). On the opposite, we have very few German hosting companies in our 
sample, even though it is known that Germany is the second European destination 
of international mobility.

The hosting activity represented in our sample is mainly realised in Portugal 
and Spain. This activity is just partially realised in industry (about 20%) or services 
for industry (another 14%), but involved prevalently firms from the commerce 
and tourism sector (28%) and the traditional services (38%). This indirectly ex-
plains either the small size of the hosting companies and the rather easy placement 
of schools in the local companies.

The availability to host students and apprentices varies according to the coun-
try: Spanish companies host about 7 participants per year and German about 2; in 
the middle stays Portugal with 4 guests per company. Even if there are differences 
among countries, it is possible to state that the large majority of companies pursue 
similar policies for both outgoing and incoming participants. The number of ap-
prentices that in a given company are allowed to leave for a period abroad, possibly 
in a foreign branch of the same company, and of those that can be hosted, even 
from a branch of the same holding, can be counted on two hands in an outgoing 
direction and on one hand in an incoming direction.

1.6.4. Other stakeholders

In this residual category, two main actors of VET mobility are included: the EU 
as an institution and the labour market. The labour market as a whole remains an 
indistinct category. We did not separate the local, national and European labour 
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2.3. Monetary and non-monetary costs for mobility

The monetary costs caused by mobility are examined globally, referring to all 
actors of the mobility system. Costs incurred by families, schools and companies 
are presented in Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2, respectively, and the basic data are pre-
sented cumulatively in Table 2.5. A distinction of costs according to participants’ 
activity is done in Table 2.6.

Schools and companies defined also the type of other, non-monetary costs 
generated by Erasmus+ mobility. The types of non-monetary costs pinpointed by 
schools and companies are presented in Table 2.7. 

2.3.1. Costs to families

Families in our sample have a mean cost for outgoing mobility of 863 euros for 
a single experience (Table 2.5 and Figure 2.4). This amount, relativized with the 
duration of the experience – which is 8.3 weeks as presented Section 2.2 – makes 
an average of 104 Euros per week per participant. 

Table 2.5. Indicators of costs of a VET mobility experience, in Euros, by country**.

Indicator
Germany Italy Portugal Spain Overall

Mean cost per experience 
for participants’ families

786.2
(n=215)

628.7
(n=326)

859.6
(n=146)

1278.0
(n=223)

863.4
(n=910)

Mean cost per week for 
participants’ families

192.8
(n=215)

102.3
(n=326)

98.1
(n=146)

136.1
(n=223)

131.7
(n=910)

Mean cost per participant 
for sending schools*

67.1
(n=25)

199.1
(n=23)

145.2
(n=72)

211.2
(n=50)

160.4
(n=170)

Mean cost per participant 
for hosting schools*

NA 50.1
(n=11)

32.3
(n=40)

64.6
(n=22)

45.5
(n=77)

Mean cost per participant 
for sending companies*

214.3
(n=28)

NA NA NA 404.9
(n=33)

Mean cost per hosted par-
ticipant in companies*

49.0
(n=10)

NA 47.1
(n=121)

75.7
(n=56)

57.5 
(n=187)

Mean yearly cost per compa-
ny for hosting participants*

675.0
(n=10)

NA 473.1
(n=121)

442.0
(n=56)

474.6
(n=187)

(*) The cost does not include possible grants received by the Erasmus+ Programme and ignores non-mon-
etary aspects such as dedicated time, worries, etc. (**) If the sample size is lower than 10, estimates are 
not computed (NA).

The analysis of cost indicators highlights that mobility experiences varied widely 
(standard deviation=1086). Indeed, the median (428) is about half the mean of the 
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that causes of very high rates shown by sending units may be numerous: a hypoth-
esis can be that not only spontaneity drives the applications but also some pressure 
of the organisation towards students attending classes and apprentices working in 
firms. Another hypothesis is that, in some countries, the number of applicants is so 
small that lowering the bar is necessary for reaching sufficient numbers of leavers. 
It may be a coincidence, but the highest rates were ascertained where the samples 
were limited in size. 

The sending schools selected applicants according to their professional and 
language skills (about 65% and 51% of cases, respectively). A second criterion 
used was the duration of the planned experience (45%), then the time of the year 
in which the application was feasible (38%) and finally the age of the applicant 
(18%). In an irrelevant number of cases, selection was made also according to 
gender and nationality, but it is unclear in which direction the selection process 
operated. So, these latter can be ignored in this work.

The choices concerning the selection of participants reflect the attempt of or-
ganisations to benefit from mobility and give a meaning to it, which highlights their 
commitment and motivation to participate in mobility as a learning and exchange 
process.

Table 2.11. Selection criteria of participants adopted by hosting school, by country of origin.

Germany
(n=12)

Italy
(n=18)

Portugal
(n=58)

Spain
(n=28)

Overall
(n=116)

Mean number hosted students 23.0 10.9 23.2 20.6 20.7
% hosting from any country NA NA 79.0 28.6 58.3
% selecting as planned NA NA 17.9 37.9 31.0
% selecting case by case NA NA 46.4 31.0 39.6
Median % acceptance rate 91.5 38.0 85.8 92.5 84.0

(*) Frequency distributions are not computed (NA) for sample sizes lower than 20.

Table 2.12. Selection criteria of participants adopted by hosting companies, by country of 
origin.

Germany
(n=18)

Portugal
(n=169)

Spain
(n=68)

Overall
(n=257)

Mean number hosted students  1.6  3.7  7.1  4.4
% hosting from any country 80.0 94.2 86.8 90.8
Median % acceptance rate 29.7 64.4 86.9 76.5
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Table 2.13. Per cent selection criteria and median rate of acceptance adopted by hosting 
schools, by country*.

Portugal
(n=36)

Spain
(n=20)

Overall
(n=82)

No selection applied 35.7 31.0 29.4
Duration of internship 47.2 55.0 45.1
Time of the year 47.2 40.0 37.8
Language skills 33.3 70.0 51.2
Professional/technical skills 63.9 75.0 64.6
Age  8.3 15.0 18.3
Gender  2.8  0.0  1.2
Nationality  0.0  5.0  2.4

(*) Frequency distributions are not applied (NA) for sample sizes lower than 20.

If we further disaggregate the acceptance rates of candidates to mobility ac-
cording to structural characteristics of schools and companies we obtain the fol-
lowing results (Tables from 2.14 to 2.18):
– The acceptance rate shows no difference in relation to the grant amount as-

signed to participants, nor to school size.
– The way sending schools organise their mobility programmes is mildly related 

to the rate of acceptance of applicants. The more organised schools, e.g. those 
belonging to a consortium, are more selective than schools operating in auton-
omy or informal networks and even more than those recurring to intermediate 
organisations (acceptance rates: 71%, 79% and 84%, respectively). Besides, 
the acceptance rate is high for all types of schools.

– The acceptance rate decreases as the number of hours spent by hosting compa-
nies to manage an intern: all applicants were accepted by companies dedicating 
to apprentices from abroad no time at all, while those dedicating them at least 
ten hours each selected 29% of applicants. 

– A similar relation is shown if the acceptance rate is crossed with the cost in-
curred by companies specifically for hosting apprentices from abroad. The rate 
steeply diminishes from 85% for a yearly cost of 250 Euros to 50.5% for the 
companies incurring in additional cost amounting to more than 1.000 Euros. 
All the above suggest that the organisations more structured and more invest-

ing in the mobility business are more selective than those dedicating just marginal 
energies and budget to hosting activities, or no budget at all. Schools belonging 
to a consortium not only feel stronger in selecting only the best candidates, but 
also may be able to better advertise their mobility programmes and gain more 
applicants. In other words, the rate of applicant selection seems to be, at least in 
a relative sense, an indicator of the level of maturity of an organisation as regards 
mobility.
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significant psychological traits which absorbed part of the covariance between 
this trait and the overall evaluation of the experience. This result occurs also in 
Section 5.2.2.

Figure 3.2. Frequency distribution of responses given by participants, by measurement 
scale. Source: Adapted from Zoccarato (2018).

–  The personal characteristics we used as ‘control variables’ in regression analysis 
did not correlate with the scale format, meaning that no subgroup of the pop-
ulation at hand is more inclined than others to use a certain evaluation scale. 
So, the three analysed scales seem equally valid for a survey on participants as 
regard internal construct. 
All in all, the analyses show that the two satisfaction questions referring to the 

1-to-10 and the -10-to-10 scales are almost equally valid5 but the former is pref-
erable to the latter because it is shorter, embedded into common sense and also 
widely used. 

The ‘repurchase’ question should be administered as a check, whatever the 
adopted satisfaction scale. As a matter of fact, in the ROI-MOB surveys, the re-ex-
perience question – which was intentionally posed with levels in reverse order than 
the previous satisfaction questions – has been used also to control the consistency 
of responses to the evaluation questions.

5 See also the conclusions in Pearce (2011) in which scales of variouos granularity, included a 21-point 
scale, were compared. 
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Table 3.7. Estimates of normalised means and standard deviations mobility final evaluation 
from companies, by company role and country*.

Country

Sending companies Hosting companies

Normal. mean Normalised s.d. Normal. mean Normalised. s.d.

Germany 0.798 0.178 0.606 0.232

Spain 0.972 0.056 0.792 0.178

Portugal 0.764 0.226 0.716 0.181

Total** 0.806 0.184 0.727 0.190 
(*) Italian estimates not shown because of low sample size; (**) Sample means: 8.25 (sd=1.66) for send-
ing companies and 7.54 (sd=1.71) for hosting companies.

We shall explain the reasons for the observed variability in Chapter 5, where 
the positive and negative aspects of mobility are juxtaposed and analysed with 
multivariate methods for a deeper understanding. However, we cannot avoid high-
lighting some macro-tendencies stemming from these first analyses:
– German actors tend to give more severe judgement about VET international 

mobility than other countries and this happens for both participants, schools 
and companies;

– sending organizations (both schools and companies) tend to perceive many 
more possible benefits from mobility than the hosting ones;

– schools tend to evaluate VET international mobility in much a better disposi-
tion than companies, also more than participants. In fact, the lowest mean of 
schools, that of those who hosted participants, is at the same level as that of 
participants, but that of sending schools is about 7% higher.
Regarding the high level of satisfaction recorded by all mobility actors, we can 

refer to most marketing studies (see, among others, Danaher and Haddrell, 1996), 
in which it is given for granted that, while evaluating a good or a service through 
the satisfaction of customers who purchased it, most people are fairly or fully sat-
isfied with the purchase. Regarding in particular the achievement of a service, this 
may depend on the fact that people who decided to make use of it already benefit-
ted of some social recognition of its quality. 

In the case of international mobility, participants already know from word of 
mouth that international Erasmus+ mobility added values to so many students and 
apprentices. Hence, the individual evaluation of an experience becomes a measure 
of the conformity of his or her case to the prevalent feeling in the origin communi-
ty.6 Most students or apprentices would not even propose themselves for mobility 
if they believed that the foreign adventure would be at-risk of failure. Say, the 

6 The influence of antecedents is reported also in Oliver (1977, 1980), Bearden and Teel (1983) and 
Cadotte et al. (1987).
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capital and the values that should pervade the strategic activities and prospects 
of the company, while they are less interested in more practical effects, such 
as enhancement of staff linguistic and innovation skills, attraction of potential 
talents and production increase. On the other hand, companies that are more 
selective, in particular those that accept no more than 25% applicants, are more 
concerned with immediate returns, such as the innovation of staff skills and 
mind-set and finally an increase in production or sales, according to their busi-
ness. The companies in the middle are concerned with both the interpenetra-
tion of foreign cultures and activities into the firm practices and also with the 
policy of attracting potential talents through internships. All companies believe 
that the contamination with outer ideas and practices can produce higher lin-
guistic skills in own personnel and also increase production and/or sales.

Table 4.9. Per cent endorsement of benefits from mobility as perceived by companies, by 
type of activity of companies*.

Improvements
Sending companies 

(n=51)
Hosting companies 

(n=262)
Language skills** 58.8 33.6
Motivation to working** 51.0 NA
Assess promising participant  2.0 NA
Attract potential talents  7.8 19.8
Innovation skills, ICT  9.8 25.6
Intergenerational exchange 27.5 54.6
Teamwork efficiency  3.9 24.4
Staff management skills, flexibility 51.0 NA
Within company cohesion 23.5 14.5
Relation with the sending company NA  9.5
Reducing extra time work  0.0 NA
Reducing internal conflicts  2.0 NA
Broadening mind-set 19.6 34.7
Increasing production/sales  2.0 26.0
International collaboration 33.3 34.0
Reputation brand  7.8 22.5

NA: Not Administered. (*) Respondents could give up to three responses: so, the per cent endorsement 
does not add 100. (**) For sending companies the question referred to own apprentices sent abroad, that 
for hosting companies to own staff.
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– Improvement in language skills for all people involved in international mobility, 
e.g. participants and employees operating in both sending and hosting activi-
ties. This is by far the main outcome of international mobility. We did not ask 
which vehicular language has improved, but it may be guessed that people were 
concerned with both the hosting country language and English as a back-up 
language. 

– Participants’ motivation to learn and fulfil duties. The significance of this benefit 
to participants was highlighted both in relation to the benefits felt by partici-
pants and those guessed by schools and companies sending their students and 
apprentices for a period abroad.

– Brand reputation, a broader mind-set and other intangible outcomes that could 
derive to schools and companies from international collaboration foster a halo 
of charisma and identity around the intermediary organisations of mobility that 
might have direct effects in all directions, e.g. within their own organisation, at 
the local level and to improve their business relations.

– Hosting units may benefit also from the concrete chance of examining interns 
that could be recruited as employees at a later stage. The attraction for potential 
talents derives both from the possibility to see interns in action but also from 
the attraction realised on interns by the international reputation halo of the 
hosting organisation.

– Encouraging the intergenerational exchange and culture sharing is another rel-
evant benefit. This is guessed by “other stakeholders” as the top benefit for 
hosting units and the fifth for sending ones. As already mentioned commenting 
on the responses from schools and companies, the intergenerational exchange 
may be conceived as the development of positive between-generation contami-
nation within a productive organisation that prearranges employees to change. 

 – The flexibility of own employees derives from the broadening of mind-set and 
the intergenerational exchange. Indeed, the insertion of novelties in the firm’s 
organisation, that is: new practices, a new mentality and new and younger peo-
ple in the workplace is bound to affect the whole organisation.
Cost and obstacles arising from international mobility processes are numerous 

and of variable impact on organisations. The other stakeholders highlighted that 
the main cost is the organisational burden caused by the recruitment, selection 
and insertion of participants in a continuous cycle, and that schools and compa-
nies, whose main mission is to do other but mobility, could suffer from high levels 
of bureaucracy. Mobility is a shock to schools and companies, at least initially, 
whatever their duties. Then it has to become part of normal duties. This is why the 
other stakeholders – in agreement with school and company representatives – be-
lieve that just a marginal proportion of schools and companies resort to externally 
dedicated services.

The only concrete cost envisaged by other stakeholders for sending compa-
nies is the production loss caused by the temporary absence of apprentices going 
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near future, it can be given for granted that the more grants will be offered, the 
larger the number of candidates who will take part in VET mobility. So, it is easy 
to forecast that no grant will be void.

Table 6.1. Per cent availability of participants to repeat a possible opportunity of interna-
tional mobility, by gender and activity at interview.

Male
(n=417)

Female
(n=594)

Student, dual 
track (n=499) 

Apprentice
(n=82)

Total
(n=1019)

% availability 96.6 97.5 97.2 96.3 97.2

The availability to possibly repeat the experience is so close to the top that the 
differences by gender, activity and country of origin of participants are very low, if 
any (Table 6.2). We point out that participants from Germany and Portugal border 
on 100% availability to possibly repeat the experience.

Table 6.2. Per cent availability of participants to suggest a friend to start a mobility experi-
ence like theirs, by country of origin.

Germany
(n=241)

Italy
(n=351)

Spain
(n=249)

Portugal
(n=177)

% availability 98.3 97.2 94.4 99.4

6.2.2. Propensity of schools and companies to continue the experience

Schools and companies, which were asked to estimate their availability to oper-
ate with Erasmus+ mobility in the future, stated they would, on average, put more 
effort than in the past (Figure 6.1).

The proportion of sending schools available to a more intense international 
activity was about 80%. The quota of hosting schools was similar (78%). A lower 
but still significant (about 70%) proportion was stated by hosting companies. The 
lowest proportion was that of sending companies (about 63%), and this attitude 
goes along with the difficulty to find such companies in the market. The category 
of sending companies deserves particular attention by decision makers.

The other way round, the proportion of schools stating that the number of 
participants may diminish in the near future is 0.5% of the sending schools and 
3.8% of the hosting ones. The proportion of companies unavailable to repeat the 
experience, at least at the past rates, is 2.1% and 3.9% as regards, respectively, 
the sending and the hosting activities. The generalised enthusiasm shown in their 
responses by schools and companies rules out the possibility that this availability 
hides complaisance.
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Table A.8. Factor analysis of the benefits perceived by participants from Erasmus+ mobility.

Improvements Factor 1 Factor 2* Factor 3* Communality
Soft skills (overall) 0.373 -0.039 0.756 0.441
Technical-specific skills 0.459 0.001 0.081 0.255
Language skills 0.008 0.063 0.455 0.242
For finding a job 0.549 -0.016 0.234 0.473
For starting own business 0.655 0.081 -0.206 0.380
Self-confidence 0.275 0.187 0.377 0.477
Long term contract 0.743 -0.036 -0.050 0.493
Career chances 0.637 -0.158 0.264 0.527
Desire to change life plans 0.460 -0.025 0.250 0.373
Final degree score 0.723 -0.177 -0.025 0.411
Feeling European citizenship 0.353 0.018 0.373 0.409
Follow news EU countries 0.341 0.067 0.286 0.342
Integrated w. origin country 0.684 0.211 -0.269 0.492
Integrated school/company 0.768 0.082 -0.198 0.531
Willingness to work abroad 0.065 -0.049 0.666 0.459
Consciousness own resources 0.059 0.643 0.078 0.513
Extroverted/enthusiast of life 0.046 0.759 0.025 0.633
Sociable and helpful to others -0.013 0.829 0.027 0.698
Emotionally stable 0.032 0.784 -0.075 0.588
Open to initiative/challenges -0.188 0.731 0.248 0.617
Control actions, master future 0.066 0.790 -0.078 0.625
Eigenvalues after rotation* * 4.21 3.71 2.07 9.99
Variance proportion (%) 20.0 17.6 9.8 47.5
(*) Between-factors correlation: r12=0.507; r13=0.503; r23=0.476; RMSE: 0.059; Chi-square: 1517.1; p-value: 
<<1%o; (* *) The eigenvalues before rotation were: 6.86; 1.89; 1.19; 1.12; 0.95; 0.86; etc.

Table A.9. Factor analysis of the benefits perceived by schools from mobility, by school 
activity*.

Improvements
Sending schools Hosting schools

1st factor 2nd factor 1st factor 2nd factor
Participants’ language skills -0.262 -0.05 0.412 0.15
Teamwork efficiency -0.377 0.17 0.397 0.04
ICT, project mgmt.., web use, innovate- skills -0.024 0.58 0.316 0.68
Learning, self-consciousness, completion rate 0.763 0.07 0.330 -0.16
Intergenerational exchange, culture sharing 0.005 -0.22 0.306 -0.15
Assessing promising participants -0.080 -0.22 NA NA
Relationships towards the School/Centre 0.545 -0.13 0.517 -0.19
Attracting potential talents -0.141 -0.72 0.008 -0.62
Improving staff’s management skills -0.145 0.38 -0.332 -0.01
Improving knowledge/usage European tools 0.317 0.42 -0.122 0.45
Innovating teaching/training programmes -0.016 0.48 -0.083 0.38

continue
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Sending schools Hosting schools
1st factor 2nd factor 3rd factor 1st factor 2nd factor 3rd factor

Lack of grants -0.623 -0.021 -0.037  0.440 -0.065 -0.064
Unbalanced candidate gender  0.027  0.279 -0.047 NA NA NA
Inadequate accommodation -0.045 -0.033  0.232  0.058 -0.105  0.401
Administrative burden -0.006 -0.636  0.092  0.033 -0.504 -0.064
Recognition periods abroad  0.004  0.399 -0.321  0.028 -0.198 -0.284
Appreciation labour market  0.052 -0.172 -0.225 -0.352 -0.074  0.129
Previous experience  0.065 -0.202  0.463  0.004  0.335  0.216
Eigenvalues after rotation**  1.748  1.625  1.611  1.870  1.831  1.681
Variance proportion 0.076 0.071  0.070  0.085  0.083  0.076
NA: Not Applicable; (*) Schools that both send and host participants appear on both categories of activity; (* *) 
Eigenvalues before rotation were: 1.83; 1.62; 1.55; 1.52; 1.42; 1.35; 1.22; 1.19, 1.14, 1.1 etc. for sending schools, and: 
2.01; 1.76; 1.61; 1.52; 1.39; 1.34; 1.26; 1.18; 1.13; 1.05 etc. for hosting schools.

Table A.13. Factor analysis of the costs and burden caused by Erasmus+ mobility to com-
panies, by company activity*.

Sending companies* Hosting companies*
1st factor 2nd factor 3rd factor 1st factor 2nd factor 3rd factor

Organizational costs -0.057 -0.553 -0.255 -0.126 0.341 0.354
Direct staff costs -0.498 0.449 -0.049 -0.116 0.035 0.005
Indirect staff costs 0.101 -0.028 0.640 0.106 .0.724 0.287
Loss in production times 0.077 -0.475 0.061 0.179 0.250 0.133
Costs dedicated structures 0.631 0.171 -0.214 0.003 0.291 -0.688
Cost of external services 0.051 0.296 -0.228 0.230 0.123 -0.151
Language barriers -0.274 -0.769 -0.030 -0.465 -0.265 0.351
Low number of candidates -0.528 0.139 -0.357 0.071 0.509 0.015
Low standards of candidates -0.255 -0.104 -0.283 -0.538 0.139 -0.332
Opposition of families -0.196 -0.009 0.618 0.003 -0.251 0.068
Personal/interpersonal skills -0.035 0.334 -0.056 -0.431 0.233 -0.410
Inadequacy of possible tutors 0.051 0.049 -0.283 0.135 -0.147 0.357
Not enough partners 0.377 0.225 0.135 0.307 0.262 0.156
Heavy costs 0.598 0.604 -0.048 0.549 0.037 -0.035
Hosting no financial benefit 0.492 -0.239 -0.208 0.199 -0.138 -0.348
Lack of grants 0.023 0.116 0.571 0.337 -0.199 -0.048
Unbalanced candidate gender NA NA NA -0.008 0.281 0.401
Inadequate accommodation -0.124 0.131 0.414 0.453 -0.026 -0.114
Administrative burden 0.564 0.116 -0.252 0.240 -0.043 0.091
Lack of recognition -0.417 -0.015 -0.153 -0.086 -0.364 0.143
Eigenvalues after rotation** 2.307 2.034 1.888 1.655 1.536 1.508
Variance proportion 0.121 0.107 0.099 0.083 0.077 0.075

NA: Not Applicable; (*) Companies that both send and host participants appear on both categories of activity; 
(* *) Eigenvalues before rotation were: 2.35; 2.02; 1.89; 1.71; 1.53; 1.43; 1.25; 1.14; 1.04; 0.89 etc. for sending 
companies, and: 1.68; 1.56; 1.47; 1.42; 1.34; 1.23; 1.19; 1.17; 1.10; 1.07; 0.98 etc. for hosting companies.

continue
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Regarding the participants, the possible predictors are the following:
–  The control variables (Gender; Age; Activity before leaving; Country of origin), 

which have been forced and kept into the model independently of their signifi-
cance to account for the variability typical of participants’ subgroups.

–  The characteristics of the mobility experience (Country of destination, Experi-
ence length; Preparation, Duties, Use of language), selected so that only signifi-
cant variables were retained in the models.

– The benefits (Currently working; Duration of job searching; Improved final mark; 
Improved professional skills; Improved linguistic skills; Worked in an interna-
tional environment; Social and professional opportunities raising; Improvement 
of psychological traits) and the costs and obstacles (Family monetary cost; Time 
to prepare the experience; Sacrifices due to mobility), conveniently recoded. Only 
significant variables have been retained in the models.

Table A.14. Regression models with scales as criterion variables, according to predictors se-
lected at least once in the analyses of the evaluation marks given by participants (n=1003).

1÷10 -10÷10 1÷4
Intercept 12.10*** 22.70*** 0.698***
Gender: Female vs. Male 0.060 0.186 0.054
Age: 21-23 vs. Less than 21 -0.029 -0.051 0.029
   “   24 + vs. Less than 21 -0.0004 0.092 -0.009
Worked before the experience -0.097 0.023 0.041
Weeks length: 5-12 vs. 0-4 . 0.271 0.055
          “           12+ vs. 0-4 . 0.103 0.136*
          “           NR vs. 0-4 . -1.778* 0.170
Family cost: 1-500 vs. Nothing . -0.731* .
          “         501-2000 vs. Nothing . -1.220*** .
          “         NR vs. Nothing . -0.208 .
Sacrificed work/study vs. Personal relations -0.128 0.121 0.203**
Sacrificed job opportunities -0.357* -0.856* .
Sacrificed comfort zone -0.026 0.036 0.049
Sacrificed nothing -0.382** 0.814* -0.042
Sacrificed: NR -0.114 0.083 0.050
Time to prepare 8-30 vs. 0-7 0.047 -0.106 .
           “              31-180 vs. 0-7 0.146 0.0632 .
           “              NR vs. 0-7 0.376* 0.083* .
Internat. context: Partly vs. Yes -0.073 -0.049 0.100*
             “               No vs. Yes -0.545*** -1.149** 0.205**
             “               NR vs. Yes -0.081 -0.575 -0.146
Job found > 3 months vs. No job -0.013 0.764 .
       “        < 3 months vs. No job 0.224* 1.200* .
Technical skills improved vs. No 0.606*** 1.019*** -0.079

continue
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1÷10 -10÷10 1÷4
Linguistic skills improved vs. No 0.298* . .
Improved professional profile 0.145* . .
Improved self-confidence 0.204** . -0.052*
Improved career opportunities 0.201** 0.314* -0.057*
Intercept 12.10*** 22.70*** 0.698***
Follows news from other countries . . -0.073***
More integrated with own school 0.124* . .
Improved will to work abroad 0.398*** 0.725*** -0.083***
Extrovert and enthusiast 0.290*** 0.305* .
Emotionally stable . . -0.049*
Open to initiatives and challenges . 0.449* .
Control actions and master future -0.188** -0.322 .
R2 0.413 0.286 0.207
Adjusted R2 0.394 0.253 0.186
Significance levels: *: 0.05; **: 0.01; ***: 0.001. Source: Adapted from Zoccarato (2018).

Table A.15. Estimate of OLS regression parameters of models* explaining the final evalu-
ation of participants (n=1003).

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3

Intercept 9.393*** 6.464*** 7.161***
Gender (female) -0.849* 0.689.  0.572
Age -0.033** -0.032** 0.037**
Activity before: apprentice -0.107 -0.523* -1.501
             “           dual track  0.028 0.046  0.327
             “           doing nothing -0.284 -0.096  0.052
Country: Germany -2.779. -0.056  0.193
       “       Italy  0.163 0.061 -0.028
       “       Spain -0.002 0.106  0.093
       “       Portugal -0.441 0.136  0.252
Female*Age -0.042** 0.026*  0.024*
Female*Dual track -0.369. -0.192  0.101
Realised fair duties = 1.794*** 0.913***
Duties related educational program = 1.711*** 0.772***
New duties = 1.696*** 0.885***
Same duties as country = 1.467*** 0.651**
Same duties as company = 1.694*** 0.722**
International environment = 0.839*** 0.790***
Mother tongue at work = -3.882** -3.094**
English at work = -0.345** -0.195*
Organiser: training centre = 0.826 =
Apprentice*Mother tongue at work = -6.668*** -6.431***

continue
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Questionnaire for partiCipants

This questionnaire is aimed at describing your recent Erasmus+ mobility experience. It 
will take less than 10 minutes to fill in the questionnaire. Your answers will be kept in strict 
confidentiality and will be analysed only for statistical purposes, in compliance with privacy 
regulations. 

Please, click NEXT to start the questionnaire.

A. Participant’s characteristics

A1. Country of residence
1.  Belgium
2.  Germany
3.  Italy
4.  Portugal
5.  Spain
6.  Other country (Please, specify:……………..)

A2. Gender
1.  Male
2.  Female

A3. Age (years): __ __

A4. Educational level completed
1.  Lower secondary school
2.  Vocational, dual vocational school
3.  Higher secondary school 
4.  University/college
5.  Other (Please, specify………..)

A5.* You are currently:
1.  Just studying
2.  Studying and working
3.  Working
4.  Looking for employment
5.  Studying and looking for employment
6.  Internship or other qualification programme, during studies
7.  Internship or other qualification programme, after studies
8.  Attending a dual training program 
9.  Doing nothing

                                                             
ROI -MOB, Measuring return on Investment from EU VET mobility - Project n°. 2016-1-IT01-KA202-005396 
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A6 (If A5=1 or 2 or 5 or 6) Which educational level are you attending?
1.  Lower secondary school
2.  Vocational school
3.  Dual vocational apprenticeship
4.  Higher secondary school
5.  University/college
6.  Other (Please, specify………..)
7.  (No school programme attendance)

A7. (If A5 = 2 or 3) Are you working:
1.  Full time
2.  Part time
3.  Other (Please, specify…………)
4.  (Not working)

A8. (If A5 = 2 or 3) Which is your current job? (Please, describe)

A9. (If A5 = 2 or 3 or 6 or 7) In which economic branch are you working?
1. Farming, animal production, agroindustry
2. Industry: mechanics, mechatronics; maintenance
3. Industry: electric or electronics, IT, ICT, informatics
4. Industry: other sectors (chemical, etc.) 
5. Construction industry
6. Energy, renewable industry, heat industry
7. Commerce and trade (sales, retail, etc.)
8. Hotels, tourism, gastronomy, catering, other hospitality industry
9. Services for persons and families (hairdressing, child/elderly/disabled support, so-

cial care, social services, etc.)
10. Services for industries (financial or fiscal consulting, engineering, physical and 

chemical analyses, event organization, etc.)
11. Educational/training services
12. Health services, nursing, rehabilitation
13. Public administration, civil services
14. Banks, financial services
15. Non-profit services
16. Other services
17. Other economic sector (Please, specify: …………………)
18. (Not working)
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A10. (If A5 = 2 or 3 or 6 or 7 or 8) Which is your activity field/department?
1. Administration
2. Management 
3. Human resources
4. Production, quality control
5. Marketing, brand management, CRM-Customer Relationship Management, com-

munication, reception
6. Information systems
7. Arts, design, advertisement, writing, media, photography, fashion
8. Various departments
9. Other business activity (Please, specify:………………….)
10. (Not working)

A11. (If A5 = 2 or 3) Which is your current position as an employee?
1. Apprentice
2. Other probationary position
3. Workman
4. Office worker
5. Manager, supervisor
6. Self-employed
7. Other (Please, specify: …………..)
8. (Not working)

A12. (If A5 = 2 or 3 or 6 or 7 or 8) Would you say that you are currently working in an 
international environment?

1. Absolutely yes
2. Just partially
3. Not at all
4. (Not working)

A13. (If A5 = 2 or 3 or 6 or 7) In which country are you working?
[list] + Other country, please specify:

A14. (If A5 = 2 or 3) For how long have you been looking for a job before finding your 
first position?

Months: __ __

A15*. (If A5 = 1, 4, 5, 6, 7) Did you ever work (besides your Erasmus+ mobility experience)?
1. Yes
2. No
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A16. (If A15=1) Was it before or after your mobility experience?
1. Before mobility 
2. After mobility
3. Both before and after
4. (Never worked)

A17.* (If A5 =9) Did you ever look for a job?
1. Yes
2. No

A18. (If A17=1) Was it before or after your mobility experience?
1. Before
2. After
3. Both before and after
4. (Never looked for a job)

A19.* What activity were you performing just before your Erasmus+ experience?
1. Just studying
2. Studying and working
3. Working
4. Looking for employment
5. Studying and looking for employment
6. Internship
7. Attending a dual training program 
8. Doing nothing

A20. (if A19=2 or 3) Which was your professional position at the time you started your 
Erasmus+ experience?

1. Apprentice
2. Other probationary position
3. Workman
4. Office worker
5. Manager, supervisor
6. Self-employed
7. Other (Please, specify: …………..)
8. (Not working at that time)

A21. (if A19=2 or 3) Which was your job just before you started your Erasmus+ experience?
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B. Mobility experience

B1. Let us refer to your recent experience of international mobility. In which country did 
it take place?

1. Belgium
2. Germany
3. Italy
4. Portugal
5. Spain
6. Other country (Please, specify:……………..)

B2. In which month and year did it start?
Month: __ __ (Programmer: 1-12 number, or month)
Year: 20__ __

B3. How many weeks did it last? (Please, approximate to an integer number)
__ __

B4. In which sector?
1. Farming, animal production, agroindustry
2. Industry: mechanics, mechatronics; maintenance
3. Industry: electric or electronics, IT, ICT, informatics
4. Industry: other sectors (chemical, etc.)
5. Construction industry
6. Energy, renewable industry, heat industry
7. Commerce and trade (sales, retail, etc.)
8. Hotels, tourism, gastronomy, catering, other hospitality industry
9. Services for persons and families (hairdressing, child/elderly/disabled support, so-

cial care, social services, etc.)
10. Services for industries (financial or fiscal consulting, engineering, physical and 

chemical analyses, event organization, etc.)
11. Educational/training services
12. Health services, nursing, rehabilitation
13. Public administration, civil services
14. Banks, financial services
15. Non-profit services
16. Other services
17. Other economic sector (Please, specify: …………………)
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B5. In which field of activity/department?
1. Administration
2. Management 
3. Human resources
4. Production, quality control
5. Marketing, brand management, CRM-Customer Relationship Management, com-

munication, reception
6. Information systems
7. Arts, design, advertisement, writing, media, photography, fashion
8. Various departments
9. Other business activity (Please, specify:………………….)

B6. What did you do during your stay? (Only one choice, the prevalent one)
1. More or less the same duties I used to do in my origin/sending company
2. More or less the same duties I would do in an internship in my country
3. I realised fair duties considering the short period of the internship
4. Activities relating to my educational programme
5. I did new things outside my experience/educational programme
6. Nothing specific
7. Other (Please, specify………….)

B7. Which language did you mainly use at work during your stay?
1. My mother tongue
2. English as a foreign language
3. Language of the host country
4. Other language (Please, specify………….)

B8. Which language did you mainly use at home and in general outside the worksite, du-
ring your stay?

1. My mother tongue
2. English as a foreign language
3. Language of the host country
4. Other language (Please, specify………….)

B9. Would you say that you have been working in an international environment?
1. Absolutely yes
2. Just partially
3. Not at all
4. Other (Please, specify………….)
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B10. Which organisation mainly helped you carrying out this mobility experience? 
1. My school 
2. My training centre
3. My company
4. One school and/or company in the destination
5. Other (Please, specify…..)

B11. Can you estimate the cost for you and/or your family, in monetary terms, of the Era-
smus+ experience? (in addition to the grant you received by the Programme and ignoring 
non-monetary aspects such as dedicated time, worries, etc.)
………. Euro

B12. What did you have to “sacrifice” in order to attend mobility? (Just one response, the 
most relevant to you)

1. Family
2. Friends
3. Other personal relationships
4. Job attended
5. Job opportunities
6. My comfort zone
7. Other (Please, specify………)
8. 

B13. Can you estimate the time it took to you to prepare your mobility?
1. Days: __ __

B14. Was this the only mobility experience you ever had?
1. Yes
2. No, I took part in other mobility experiences. Please, specify which program-

me:………………

C. Opinions on mobility

C1. Now we propose you to evaluate your mobility experience. Please, select maximum 
two skills which have improved the most as an effect of your mobility:
[Programmer: maximum 2 choices; administrate in a random order]

1. Mental agility
2. Team-working 
3. Professional self-confidence
4. Professional autonomy, self-management
5. Problem solving 
6. Taking responsibility, initiative
7. Commitment to own company/school
8. Intercultural skills (understanding host and foreign countries and cultures, tole-

rance for diversity, etc)
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C2. And which was the least improving skill?
[Programmer: the same 8 skills of C1, removing those selected at C1]

C3. During your stay in a foreign company, did your technical skills (e.g. specific of your 
professional profile) improve or did they remain the same?

1. Improved
2. Same

C4. Did your language skills improve or did they remain the same?
1. Improved
2. Same

C5*. With reference to your occupational and social opportunities, in what measure…

Very much Fairly Little Not at all
…could/did mobility add value to your 
profile to the purpose of finding a job?

1 2 3 4

…could/did mobility improve your desire to 
start your own business/company?

1 2 3 4

…did mobility raise your self-confidence? 1 2 3 4
…could mobility be (was mobility) a factor 
for you to get a long term contract?

1 2 3 4

…could mobility improve your career 
chances?

1 2 3 4

…did mobility change your life plans (either 
to work and study choices)?

1 2 3 4

…could/did mobility improve your final 
degree/qualification score?

1 2 3 4

…did mobility raise your feeling of Europe-
an citizenship?

1 2 3 4

…did mobility drive you to follow more 
attentively the news of other European 
countries, especially of the one you visited?

1 2 3 4

...do you feel yourself more integrated and 
participative with your country of origin?

1 2 3 4

...do you feel more integrated and participa-
tive with the school / company that encoura-
ged your mobility?

1 2 3 4

…did mobility make you more willing to 
work abroad?

1 2 3 4
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C6*. Let us evaluate your emotional changes. As a consequence of your Erasmus+ expe-
rience, do you feel – at least with respect to your peers – to be…

Certainly 
Yes

More Yes 
than No

More No 
than Yes

Certainly 
No

…more conscious of your own resources? 1 2 3 4
…more extroverted and enthusiastic of 
life?

1 2 3 4

…more sociable and helpful to other 
people?

1 2 3 4

…more emotionally stable and more resi-
stant to frustration?

1 2 3 4

…more open to initiative and new chal-
lenges?

1 2 3 4

…more able to control your actions and 
master your own future?

1 2 3 4

C7. What is your final judgment of the Erasmus VET mobility experience you had?
Very negative=            =Very positive

C8. Imagine you have up to 10 ‘negative kilos’ to weight all the efforts you made and the 
difficulties you faced (e.g. money, time, sacrifice, etc.); now imagine to have up to 10 ‘po-
sitive kilos’ to weight all the benefits you got from mobility (e.g. increased skills, increased 
employability, new relationships, overall satisfaction, etc.). Now sum up positive and nega-
tive kilos, and tell us what the final result is:

-10 -9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

C9. All in all, would you suggest a friend to start an Erasmus VET mobility experience like 
yours?

1. Yes, I recall only positive aspects
2. Yes, positive aspects prevail
3. No, negative aspects prevail
4. Not at all, so many negative aspects

C10. Finally, which are the two categories that get the highest benefits from Erasmus+ 
mobility? (Please, click the first and the second category of possible recipients)

Category First Second
Students/apprentices
Schools and training centres
Companies (both sending and hosting)
Labour market
The European Union as an institution
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D. Final suggestions

D1. Questions are over. Do you have any suggestion about possible ways to improve the 
aims or ease the mobility experience of future participants?

D2. Would you like to receive the final report (computer file) collecting findings from this 
survey? If so, please provide us a valid e-mail address.

D3. As a whole, how much did you feel this questionnaire was
1. Interesting, stimulating           
2. Clear in terms of questions          
3. Easy to fill            
4. Stressing, annoying           

Thank you very much for your kind collaboration.
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Questionnaire for sChools and training Centres

This questionnaire is aimed at describing the experience and attitudes of schools and trai-
ning centres towards Erasmus+ mobility. It will take less than 15 minutes to fill in the que-
stionnaire. All responses will be kept strictly anonymous. 

Please, click ENTER to start the questionnaire.

A. School/centre and respondent characteristics

A1. Country  where the School/Centre is located
1. Belgium
2. Germany
3. Italy
4. Portugal
5. Spain
6. Other country (Please, specify:……………..)

A2. Type of school/centre
1. Lower secondary school
2. Vocational school
3. Training centre
4. Higher secondary school
5. Other (Please, specify………..)

A3. Major/Discipline of the School/Centre (please, describe::…………………..)

A4. Number of enrolled students at school (last available year)
1. Less than 100
2. 101-200
3. 201-300
4. 301-500
5. 501-1,000 
6. More than 1,000

                                                             
ROI -MOB, Measuring return on Investment from EU VET mobility - Project n°. 2016-1-IT01-KA202-005396 
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A5.* Did the School/Centre send and/or host students/apprentices in the framework of 
Erasmus+ mobility?

1. Just sent apprentices/students
2. Just hosted apprentices/students
3. Both sent and hosted apprentices/students
4. Not at all

A6.* Did the School/Centre send and/or host students/apprentices under other (non-Era-
smus+) mobility schemes?

1. Just sent apprentices/students 
2. Just hosted apprentices/students
3. Both sent and hosted apprentices/students
4. Not at all

A7. Gender of the person responding to the questionnaire on behalf of the School/Centre
1. Male
2. Female 

A8. Respondent’s age (years)
1. Below 30
2. 30-45
3. 46-60
4. More than 60

A9. Respondent’s role 
1. Principal, vice-principal 
2. Head of department
3. Mobility responsible
4. Teacher, trainer
5. Other (Please, specify: ………………)

B. Sending process (if A5=1 or 3 or A6=1 or 3)

B1. How long has the School/Centre been involved in international mobility programmes, 
sending participants abroad?

1. Less than 2 years
2. 2-3 years
3. 4-5 years
4. 6-10 years
5. More than 10 years
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B2. How many participants have been sent abroad in the last 12 months? ………………

B3. Are you sending participants to whatever country or do you have any
preferred countries?

1. Whatever country
2. Some countries more than others

B4. (if B3=2) Which are the preferred countries? (Please, click the preferred countries; ma-
ximum three)
[list] + Other country, please specify:

B5. Does the selection process of participants follow a fixed-quota policy or is their num-
ber defined every year according to variable parameters?

1. Fixed quota 
2. Variable every year

B6. Does the School/Centre organize outgoing mobility on its own (as an autonomous 
promoter), or does it get support from other organizations? (YES/NO)

1. Autonomous promoter
2. Partner of a consortium / network
3. Informal network of schools/ centres and similar organisations
4. Intermediary organizations
5. Other supporting bodies (Please, specify:……………….)

B7. Which are the most relevant criteria in the participant selection process? (max 3 
choices) YES/NO

1. we do not apply any selection criteria
2. first-come-first-served
3. curriculum/performance
4. language skills
5. personal and social skills
6. previous work experience
7. previous mobility experience
8. participant’s motivation to go on mobility
9. staff’s certainty of usefulness of mobility for the participant
10. other (please, specify………………)

B8. Which is the approximate per cent rate of acceptance of requests for mobility? (refe-
rence: last year)

1. Less than 25%
2. Between 26 and 50%
3. Between 51 and 75%
4. Between76 and 99%
5. 100%
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B9. Which is the rate of participants taking part (e.g. the students/trainees who asked to 
participate) in Erasmus+ or Erasmus-like mobility programmes compared to your total 
number of students/trainees?

1. Less than 2%
2. Between 2 and 5%
3. Between 5 and 10%
4. Between 10 and 15%
5. More than 15%

B10. Do you think that the number of participants in Erasmus+ mobility programmes, at 
the national level, is adequate?

1. Too low, should grow
2. Adequate
3. Too high, should decrease

B11. And in your organization?
1. Too low, should grow
2. Adequate
3. Too high, should decrease

B12. Imagine your School/Centre needs 100 budget-points to finance its sending acti-
vities. From which sources are these 100 points procured? (if no funding is needed, put 
‘own budget’=100)

1. Own budget:    __ __
2. Private funds   __ __
3. EU funds   __ __
4. Other public funds  __ __
5. Other sources   __ __

                                       Total   100

B13. Which is the average amount of grants per participant assigned to participants sent 
abroad (reference: last year)?
………… Euro  

B14. All in all, in monetary terms, can you estimate the total yearly cost of the Erasmus+ 
experience for your School/Centre (besides possible grants you received by the Erasmus+ 
and ignoring non-monetary aspects such as dedicated time, worries, etc.?
……….. Euro
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C. Hosting process (if A5=2 or 3 or A6=2 or 3)

C1. How long has the School/Centre hosted participants in international mobility?
1. Less than 2 years
2. 2-3 years
3. 4-5 years
4. 6-10 years
5. More than 10 years

C2. How many participants did your School/Centre host in the last 12 months? …………

C3. Are you hosting participants from whatever country or do they mostly come from some 
specific countries?

1. Whatever country
2. Specific countries

C4. (if C3=2) Which countries are they from? (Please, click maximum three countries)
[list] + Other country, please specify:

C5. In its hosting activities, does your School/Centre operate as an autonomous partner, 
working directly with sending organizations, or does it have the support of other organi-
zations? (YES/NO)

1. Autonomous partner
2. Partner of a consortium / network
3. Informal network of schools/centres and similar organisations
4. Intermediary organizations
5. Other supporting bodies (Please, specify:……………….)

C6, Does your School/Centre apply a predefined plan with standard criteria for participant 
selection?

1. Yes, we have a plan we follow
2. No, we make a case by case analysis
3. No, we do not make any selection

C7, (If C6 = 1 or 2) Which are the most relevant criteria in your participant selection plan? 
(max 3 choices)

1. Duration of the internship
2. Time of the year
3. Language skills
4. Professional and technical skills
5. Age
6. Gender
7. Nationality
8. Other (please, specify:_____________ )
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C8. What is the approximate per cent rate of acceptance of hospitality applications? (refe-
rence: last year)

1. Less than 25%
2. Between 26 and 50%
3. Between 51 and 75%
4. Between 76 and 99%
5. 100%

C9. Imagine your School/Centre needs 100 budget-points to finance its hosting activities. 
From which sources are these 100 points procured (reference: last year; if no external fun-
ding is required, put ‘own budget’=100)?

1. Own budget:    __ __
2. Private funds   __ __
3. EU funds   __ __
4. Other public funds  __ __
5. Other sources   __ __

                                         Total   100

C10. All in all, in monetary terms, can you estimate the approximate total yearly cost incurred 
by your school/centre for hosting one participant (besides possible grants you received by the 
Erasmus+ Programme and ignoring non-monetary aspects such as dedicated time, worries, etc.?

1. Till 250
2. 251-500 
3. 501-1,000
4. 1,001-2,000
5. More than 2,000

D. Level of School/Centre engagement

D1. (If A5=1 or 3 or A6=1 o 3) Is your School/Centre available to send abroad more peo-
ple in the future than those sent in the past 12 months?

1. Our School/Centre is available to send abroad more participants
2. The number sent in the last year fulfils our School/Centre policy
3. The number sent in the last year is beyond sustainability

D2. (If A5=2 or 3 or A6=2 o 3)  Is your School/Centre available to host more mobility 
participants in the future than those hosted in the past 12 months?

1. Our School/Centre is available to host more participants
2. The number hosted in the last year fulfils our School/Centre policy
3. The number hosted in the last year is beyond sustainability
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D3. (If A5=2 or 3 or A6=2 or 3) Does your School/Centre involve own staff in tasks speci-
fically devoted to hosting foreign participants?

1. Yes, mainly for tutorship and/or training
2. Yes, mainly for social activities
3. Yes, for all related activities
4. No staff is specifically devoted to mobility programmes

D4. (If A5=2 or 3 or A6=2 or 3) Are the hosted participants usually involved in on-going 
learning activities or are they part of special pathways? 

1. Usually integrated into on-going activities 
2. Part of special pathways
3. Other (Please, specify: ……………………)

D5. (If A5=2 or 3 or A6=2 or 3) Which is the most relevant investment required by engaging 
in hosting activities? (Pick up one, the most relevant to your School/Centre)

1. Organizational costs 
2. Direct staff costs (e.g. salaries, allowances, etc.)
3. Indirect staff costs (for tutorship, training, social activities, etc.)
4. Loss in teaching times
5. Costs and time of dedicated structures 
6. Cost of providing externally dedicated services
7. Other (Please, specify:…………………..)

D6. (If A5=1 or 3 or A6=1 or 3) With reference to participants sent abroad, does this acti-
vity require to engage School/Centre staff in tasks specifically devoted to own students in 
mobility (Please, ignore obvious administrative duties)?

1. Yes, mainly for tutorship and/or training
2. Yes, mainly for language training
3. Yes, for all related activities
4. No staff is specifically devoted to outgoing Erasmus+ tasks

D7. (If A5=1 or 3 or A6=1 or 3) Which is the most relevant investment required by sending 
activities? (Pick up one, the most relevant to the School/centre)

1. Organizational costs 
2. Direct staff costs (e.g. salaries, allowances, etc.)
3. Indirect staff costs (for tutorship, training, other dedicated activities)
4. Loss in teaching times
5. Costs and time of dedicated structures 
6. Cost of providing externally dedicated services
7. Other (Please, specify:…………………..)
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D8. Which are the main obstacles to youth international mobility? Please, select the aspects 
that, according to your opinion, could discourage schools/centres from sending or hosting 
participants? (maximum three options for outgoing and three for  incoming mobilities)
(Programmer: random order but Other)

Sending Aspects Hosting
1 Language barriers 1
2 Insufficient number of self-offering candidates 2
3 Inadequate professional standards of candidates 3
4 Opposition of families to mobility 4
5 Inadequate personal or interpersonal competencies of candidates 5
6 Inadequacy of possible tutors 6
7 Insufficient number of hosting companies 7
8 Too short length of stay 8 
9 Heavy costs (direct or indirect) of the whole process 9
10 Hosting organizations have no financial benefit 10
11 Lack of grants with respect to demand 11
12 Unbalanced distribution of the candidates’ gender 12
13 Inadequate accommodation for candidates 13
14 Administrative burden of the process 14
15 Lack of recognition of periods spent abroad 15
16 Insufficient appreciation of mobility outcomes by the labour market 16
17 Mistrust about mobility caused by previous experience 17
18 Other (please. Specify……….) 18

D8b (se D8_sending=16) Please, specify the aspect that according to your experience 
could discourage outgoing mobility
D8c (se D8_hosting=16) Please, specify the aspect that according to your experience could 
discourage incoming mobility
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E. Evaluation of possible returns (se A5=1,3 or A6=1,3)

E1.* Let us now evaluate the returns your School/Centre could get from sending its parti-
cipants abroad. Please, consider the possible benefits described in the following and select 
three that, in your opinion, mostly apply to your School/Centre experience. 

1. Improving own participants’ language skills 
2. Improving teamwork efficiency (without coaching costs) 
3. Improving participants’ ICTs, project management, innovation skills 
4. Motivating participants to learning, improving self-consciousness, increasing com-

pletion rate 
5. Encouraging intergenerational exchange, culture sharing 
6. Assessing the competencies of promising participants 
7. Strengthening participants and families relationships towards the School/Centre 

(nice place to study) 
8. Assessing potential talents, easing enrolment 
9. Improving staff’s management skills (included planning and evaluation) 
10. Improving knowledge and usage of European tools (e.g. Europass, ECVET, etc.) 
11. Innovating methods of teaching or training, matching programme contents with 

labour market needs 
12. Broadening mind-set and business ideas
13. Enhancing reputation/brand 
14. Improving international collaboration 

E2.* And which are the three aspects that least apply to your School/Centre experience?
(Programmer: same as E1 but those selected in E1)

E3.* Now, please, consider the following benefits you pinpointed as very relevant from 
sending participants abroad. Which is the most relevant to you?
[most relevant]

E4.* And among the three aspects you selected as lesser relevant, which is the least relevant 
to you?
[least relevant]

E5.  All in all, how much do you feel that sending participants abroad is worth the effort?
Minimum=             =Maximum
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E. Evaluation of possible returns (2) (se A5=2 o 3 o A6=2 o 3)

E6.* Let us now evaluate the returns the School/Centre could get from hosting partici-
pants from other countries. Please, select three of the possible benefits listed in the fol-
lowing that, in your opinion, mostly apply to your School/Centre.

1. Improving own participants’ language skills 
2. Improving teamwork efficiency (without coaching costs) 
3. Improving participants’ ICT, project management, web use, innovation skills 
4. Motivating participants to learning, improving self-consciousness, increasing com-

pletion rate 
5. Encouraging intergenerational exchange, culture sharing 
6. Strengthening participants and families relationships towards the School/Centre 

(nice place to study) 
7. Attracting potential talents, easing enrolment 
8. Improving staff’s management skills (included planning and evaluation) 
9. Improving knowledge and usage of European tools (e.g. Europass, ECVET, etc.) 
10. Innovating methods of teaching/training, matching programme contents with la-

bour market needs
11. Broadening mind-set and business ideas 
12. Enhancing reputation/brand 
13. Improving international collaboration 
14. Improving collaboration with local stakeholders 

E7.* And which are the three aspects that least apply to your School/Centre experience?
(Programmer: same as E6 but those selected in E6)

E8.* Now, please, consider the following benefits you pinpointed as very relevant from 
hosting participants in mobility. Which is the most relevant to you?
[most relevant]

E9*. And among the three aspects you selected as lesser relevant, which is the least relevant 
to you?
[least relevant]

E10. All in all, how much do you feel that hosting participants is worth the effort? 
Minimum=             =Maximum
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E. Evaluation of possible returns (to everybody)

E11. Finally, which are the categories of possible recipients that get the highest benefits 
and the ones that get the lowest ones from Erasmus+ mobility? Please, order the categories 
from 1 (highest) to 5 (lowest benefits) 

Category Order
Students/apprentices

Schools and training centres
Companies (both sending and hosting)

Labour market
 The European Union as an institution

F. Closing suggestions

F1. Our questions are over. Would you mind adding some suggestions for EU
schools or training centres, about how to improve and make international mobility
easier? ……………..

F2. Would you like to receive the final report (computer file) collecting findings from this 
survey? If so, please provide us a valid e-mail address. ………..  

Thank you very much for your kind collaboration. 
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Questionnaire for Companies

This questionnaire is aimed at describing your Company’s experience and attitudes to-
wards Erasmus+ mobility. It will take less than 15 minutes to fill in the questionnaire. Your 
answers will be kept in strict confidentiality and will be analysed only for statistical purposes, 
in compliance with privacy regulations.

Please, click NEXT to start the questionnaire.

[Programmer: each session a page]

A. Company and respondent characteristics

A1. Country where the Company is located
1. Belgium
2. Germany
3. Italy
4. Portugal
5. Spain
6. Other country (Please, specify:……………..)

A2. Main business sector of the Company
1. Farming, animal production, agroindustry 
2. Industry: mechanics, mechatronics; maintenance 
3. Industry: electric or electronics, IT, ICT, informatics 
4. Industry: other sectors (chemical, etc.)
5. Construction industry 
6. Energy, renewable industry, heat industry 
7. Commerce and trade (sales, retail, etc.) 
8. Hotels, tourism, gastronomy, catering, other hospitality industry 
9. Services for persons and families (hairdressing, child/elderly/disabled support, so-

cial care, social services, etc.) 
10. Services for industries (financial or fiscal consulting, engineering, physical and 

chemical analyses, event organization, etc.) 
11. Educational/training services 
12. Health services, nursing, rehabilitation 
13. Public administration, civil services 
14. Banks, financial services
15. Non-profit services
16. Other services
17. Other economic sector (Please, specify: …………………)

                                                             
ROI -MOB, Measuring return on Investment from EU VET mobility - Project n°. 2016-1-IT01-KA202-005396 
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A3. Company size (number of employees)
1. 1-9 employees
2. 10-49 employees
3. 50-249 employees
4. 250-999 employees
5. 1,000-19,999 employees
6. 20,000 employees and more 

A4.* Did your Company send and/or host students or apprentices in Erasmus+ mobility?
1. Just sent apprentices/students
2. Just hosted apprentices/students
3. Both sent and hosted apprentices/students
4. Not at all

A5.* Did your Company send and/or host students or apprentices in other (non-Era-
smus+) mobility?

1. Just sent apprentices/students
2. Just hosted apprentices/students
3. Both sent and hosted apprentices/students
4. Not at all

A6. Gender of the person responding to the questionnaire on behalf of the Company
1. Male
2. Female 

A7. Age of the respondent (years)
Below 30

1. 30-45
2. 46-60
3. More than 60

A8. Respondent’s role 
1. Company executive, associate, decision maker
2. Production manager
3. HR manager, HR employee
4. Trainer, training manager
5. Other role (Please, specify: ………………)
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B. Sending process (if A4=1 or 3, or A5=1 or 3)

B1. How long has your Company been involved in international mobility programmes 
sending apprentices abroad?

1. Less than 2 years
2. 2-3 years
3. 4-5 years
4. 6-10 years
5. More than 10 years

B2. How many apprentices have been sent to other companies in the last 12 months? 

B3. Are you sending apprentices to whatever country or do you have any preferred countries?
1. Whatever country
2. Some countries more than others

B4. (if B3=2) Which are the preferred countries? (Please, click maximum three countries)
[list] + Other country, please specify:

B5. Does the selection process of apprentices follow a fixed-quota policy or is their number 
defined every year according to variable parameters?

1. Fixed quota 
2. Variable every year

B6. Does the Company organize outgoing mobility on its own (as an autonomous promo-
ter), or does it get support from other organizations?  (YES/NO)

1. Autonomous promoter
2. Partner of a consortium / network
3. Informal network of companies and similar
4. Intermediary organizations
5. Other supporting bodies (Please, specify:……………….)

B7. Which are the most relevant criteria in the apprentices selection process? (max 3 choi-
ces) YES/NO

1. We do not apply any selection criteria
2. First-come-first-served
3. Curriculum/performance
4. Language skills
5. Personal and social skills
6. Previous work experience
7. Previous mobility experience
8. Participant’s motivation to go on mobility
9. Staff’s certainty of usefulness of mobility for the participant
10. Other (please, specify…………………)
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B8. What is the approximate per cent rate of acceptance of apprentices’ requests for mo-
bility? (reference: last year)

1. Less than 25%
2. Between 26 and 50%
3. Between 51 and 75%
4. Between 76 and 99%
5. 100%

B9. Imagine the Company needs 100 budget-points to finance its sending activities. From 
which sources are these 100 points procured? (if self-funded, please, write 100 to ‘Own 
budget’)

1. Own budget:   __ __
2. Other private funds  __ __
3. EU funds   __ __
4. Other public funds  __ __
5. Other sources  __ __

                                                    Total 100

B10. All in all, in monetary terms, can you estimate the average cost per month of sending 
one of your apprentices abroad (besides possible grants you received by the Erasmus+ 
Programme and ignoring non-monetary aspects such as dedicated time, worries, etc.)? 
……….. Euro

B11. How many hours per participant does the Company spend on sending an apprentice 
abroad?

1. Nothing at all, participants provide by themselves
2. 1-5 hours
3. 6-10 hours
4. More than 10 hours

C. Hosting process (if A4=2 or 3, or A5=2 or 3)

C1. How long has your Company hosted participants in international mobility?
Less than two years 

1. 2-3 years
2. 4-5 years
3. 6-10 years
4. More than 10 years

C2. How many participants did your Company host in the last 12 months?

C3. Are you hosting participants from whatever country or do they mostly come from 
specific countries?

1. Whatever country
2. Specific countries 
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C4. (if C3=2) Which countries do they come from? (Please, click maximum three countries)
[list] + Other country, please specify:

C5. In its hosting activities, does your Company operate as an autonomous partner, wor-
king directly with sending organizations, or does it have the support of other organiza-
tions? (YES/NO)

1. Autonomous partner
2. Partner of a consortium / network
3. Informal network of companies and similar
4. Intermediary organizations
5. Other supporting bodies (Please, specify:……………….)

C6. What is the approximate per cent rate of acceptance of hospitality applications? (refe-
rence: last year)

1. Less than 25%
2. Between 26 and 50%
3. Between 51 and 75%
4. Between 76 and 99%
5. 100%

C7. Imagine your Company needs 100 budget-points to finance its hosting activities. From 
which sources are these 100 points procured? (reference: last year; if no external funding is 
required, put 100 to ‘Own budget’)

1. Own budget:    __ __
2. Other private funds  __ __
3. EU funds   __ __
4. Other public funds  __ __
5. Other sources   __ __

                                                   Total 100

C8. For hosting participants, did your company buy:
1. Extra equipment (YES/NO)
2. Extra working materials (YES/NO)
3. Other needed services (YES/NO)

C9. All in all, can you estimate the approximate total yearly cost (in Euro) incurred by your 
Company specifically for hosting participants? (besides possible grants you received by the 
Erasmus+ Programme and ignoring non-monetary aspects such as dedicated time, worries, 
etc.)

1. Till 250 
2. 251-500
3. 501-1,000
4. 1,001-2,000
5. More than 2,000
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C10. How many hours per month does your Company spend on hosting an apprentice 
from abroad?

1. None
2. 1-5 hours
3. 6-10 hours
4. More than 10 hours

D. Level of Company engagement

D1 (If (A4 = 1 or 3 or A5=1 o 3)) Is your Company available to send abroad more appren-
tices in the future than those sent in the past 12 months?

1. Our Company is available to send abroad more apprentices
2. The number sent in the last year fulfils our Company’s policy
3. The number sent in the last year is beyond sustainability

D2 (If (A4 = 2 or 3 or A5=2 o 3)) Is your Company available to host in the future more 
mobility participants than those hosted in the last 12 months?

1. Yes, our Company is available to host more participants from abroad
2. No, the number hosted in the last year fulfils our Company’s policy
3. No, the number hosted in the last year is above sustainability

D3. (If A4=2 or 3 or A5=2 or 3) Does your Company involve own personnel in tasks spe-
cifically devoted to hosting foreign participants?

1. Yes, mainly for tutorship and/or training
2. Yes, mainly for social activities
3. Yes, for all related activities
4. No staff is specifically devoted to incoming mobility programmes

D4. (If A4=2 or 3 or A5=2 or 3) How do you usually involve participants in on-going activi-
ties? Are they integrated into production processes, are they kept marginal to production, 
or what else?

1. Usually integrated into production processes
2. Usually kept marginal to production
3. About half of them are integrated into production processes, while half not 
4. Other (Please, specify: ……………………)

D5. (If A4=2 or 3 or A5=2 or 3) Which is the most relevant cost generated by engaging in 
hosting activities? (Pick up one, the most relevant)

1. Organizational costs 
2. Direct staff costs (e.g. salaries, allowances, etc.)
3. Indirect staff costs (for tutorship, training, social activities, etc.)
4. Loss in production times or quantities
5. Costs and time of dedicated structures 
6. Cost of providing externally dedicated services
7. Other (Please, specify:…………………..)
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D6. (If A4=1 or 3 or A5=1 or 3) With reference to apprentices sent abroad, does this acti-
vity require to engage Company staff in tasks specifically devoted to them? (Please, ignore 
obvious administrative duties)

1. Yes, mainly for tutorship and/or training
2. Yes, mainly for language training
3. Yes, for all related activities
4. No staff is specifically devoted to outgoing Erasmus+ tasks

D7. (If A4=1 or 3 or A5=1 or 3) Which is the most relevant cost generated by engaging in 
sending activities? (Pick up one, the most relevant)

1. Organizational costs 
2. Direct staff costs (e.g. salaries, allowances, etc.)
3. Indirect staff costs (for tutorship, training, other dedicated activities)
4. Loss in production times or quantities
5. Costs and time of dedicated structures 
6. Cost of providing externally dedicated services
7. Other (Please, specify:…………………..)

D8. Which are the main obstacles to youth international mobility? Please, select the aspects 
that, according to your experience, could discourage companies from sending or hosting 
apprentices? (Please, highlight possible obstacles even in case of positive experience; You can 
choose maximum three options for outgoing and three for incoming mobilities)
(Programmer: random order but Other)

Sending Aspects Hosting
1 Language barriers 1
2 Insufficient number of self-offering candidates 2
3 Inadequate professional standards of candidates 3
4 Opposition of families to mobility 4
5 Inadequate personal and interpersonal competencies of candidates 5
6 Inadequacy of possible tutors 6
7 Insufficient number of trustworthy partners 7
8 Heavy costs of the whole process 8 
9 Hosting organizations have no financial benefit 9
10 Lack of grants with respect to demand 10
11 Unbalanced distribution of the candidates’ gender 11
12 Inadequate accommodation for candidates 12
13 Administrative burden of the processes 13
14 Lack of recognition of advantages, fear of unknown 14
15 Other 15

D8b (If D8_sending=15) Please, specify the aspect that, according to your experience, 
could discourage outgoing mobility
D8c (If D8_hosting=15) Please, specify the aspect that, according to your experience, 
could discourage incoming mobility
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E. Evaluation of possible returns [sending process] (IF A4=1 o 3 o A5=1 o 3)

E1. Have you ever compared the results before and after the mobility phase of apprentices?
1. Yes, periodically 
2. Yes, rarely
3. No

E2.* With references to apprentices sent abroad, please, consider the possible benefits 
described in the following and select three that, in your opinion, mostly apply to your 
Company’s experience. 

1. Improving apprentices’ language skills 
2. Improving apprentices’ motivation 
3. Assessing the competencies of promising apprentices 
4. Attracting potential talents at the recruitment stage, easing recruitment
5. Improving employees’ innovation skills  
6. Encouraging intergenerational exchange, culture sharing 
7. Improving teamwork efficiency (without coaching costs) 
8. Developing employees’ flexibility, other professional skills
9. Strengthening employees’ relationships to the Company, reducing turnover  (nice 

place to work) 
10. Reducing extra-time work, and/or improving time management 
11. Reducing conflicts among internal personnel 
12. Broadening mind-set and business ideas 
13. Smoothing process deployment, increasing production or sales quantities 
14. Improving international collaboration 
15. Enhancing reputation/brand 

E3.* And which are the three aspects that least apply to your Company’s experience? (Pro-
grammer: same as E2 but those selected in E2)

E4.* Now, please, consider the following benefits you pinpointed as very relevant from 
sending apprentices abroad. Which is the most relevant to you?
[most relevant]

E5.* And among the three aspects you selected as lesser relevant, which is the least relevant 
to you?
[least relevant]

E6. All in all, how much do you feel that sending Company apprentices abroad is worth 
the effort?

Minimum=            =Maximum
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E. Evaluation of possible returns (2) [hosting process] (se A4=2 o 3 o A5=2 o 3)

E7. Do you host mobility participants regularly or just occasionally?
1. Regularly
2. Just occasionally

E8.* Let us now evaluate the returns your Company could get from hosting participants 
from other countries. Please, select three of the possible benefits listed in the following 
that, in your opinion, mostly apply to your Company. 

1. Improving own employees’ language skills 
2. Fostering own employees’ innovation skills  
3. Attracting potential talents at the recruitment stage, easing recruitment 
4. Encouraging intergenerational exchange, culture sharing 
5. Improving teamwork efficiency (without coaching costs) 
6. Improving internal cohesion of staff and sharing social activities 
7. Strengthening relationships with the Company sending hosted people 
8. Increasing production or improving sales, extra hands for pending projects, for 

satisfaction surveys, etc. 
9. Broadening mind-set and business ideas
10. Improving international collaboration
11. Enhancing reputation/brand 

E9.* And which are the three aspects that least apply to your Company’s experience? (Pro-
grammer: same as E8 but those selected in E8)

E10.* Now, please, consider the following benefits you pinpointed as very relevant from 
hosting apprentices or students in mobility. Which is the most relevant to you?
[most relevant]

E11.* (If A4=2 or 3 or A5=2 or 3) And among the three aspects you selected as lesser rele-
vant, which is the least relevant to you?
[least relevant]

E12. All in all, how much do you feel that hosting apprentices or students is worth the 
effort? 

Minimum=            =Maximum
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E. Evaluation of possible returns (to everybody)

E13. Finally, which are the categories of possible recipients that get the highest benefits 
and the ones that get the lowest ones from Erasmus+ mobility? Please, order the categories 
from 1 (highest) to 5 (lowest benefits) 

Category Order
Students/apprentices

Schools and training centres
Companies (both sending and hosting)

Labour market
The European Union as an institution

F. Closing suggestions

F1. Our questions are over. Would you mind adding some suggestions for EU companies, 
about how to improve and make international mobility easier?

F2. Would you like to receive the final report (computer file) collecting findings from this 
survey? If so, please, provide us a valid e-mail address

Thank you very much for your kind collaboration. 
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Questionnaire for other stakeholders

This questionnaire is aimed at collecting evaluations and ideas from experienced stakehol-
ders towards Erasmus+ mobility. It will take 20 minutes. Your answers will be kept in strict 
confidentiality and will be analysed only for statistical purposes, in compliance with privacy 
regulations. 

[Programmer: each session a page]

A. Respondent characteristics

A1. Gender of the respondent
1. Male
2. Female 

A2. Age of the respondent (years)
1. Below 30
2. 30-45
3. 46-60
4. More than 60

A3. Body to which the respondent belongs
1. EU institution (e.g. EU parliament, EU Commission DG, Agency, etc.)
2. Other international organisation
3. National government
4. Regional or local government 
5. Education & training system 
6. Company
7. Academia
8. Labour market organisation
9. Freelance, self-employed
10. Other (please, specify……………..)

A4. Respondent’s role 
1. Executive, decision maker
2. Activity manager, officer, employee
3. Political representative, union representative
4. Teacher, trainer, dean, school director
5. Researcher, expert
6. Other role (Please, specify: ………………)

                                                             
ROI -MOB, Measuring return on Investment from EU VET mobility - Project n°. 2016-1-IT01-KA202-005396 
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A5. Country/institution in which the respondent’s activity occurs 
1. Belgium
2. Germany
3. Italy
4. Portugal
5. Spain
6. Other country (Please, specify:……………..)
7. EU institution
8. Other international organisation

A6. Have you been directly involved„ with any role (including decision making, program-
me managing or monitoring, etc.) in VET international mobility? If not, in which type of 
mobility have you been involved, if any?

1. Yes, I was involved in VET international mobility
2. No, only VET national mobility
3. No, only other type(s) of mobility
4. No direct involvement in mobility

A7. (If A6=1, 3) How long have you been involved in international mobility?
1. Less than 1 year
2. 1-2 years
3. 3-5 years
4. 6-10 years
5. More than 10 years

A8. (If A6=1, 3) Have you been directly involved in sending and/or hosting participants or 
only in other activities related to mobility?

1. Just sending
2. Just hosting
3. Both sending and hosting
4. Only other activities (please, specify…………………………….)

B. Problems of, and solutions for VET international mobility 

B1. Did you have a direct experience in a VET mobility process, either as a participant, or 
as a staff of a school or company active in mobility?

1. No direct experience in mobility processes 
2. Direct involvement as a participant
3. Direct involvement through schools
4. Direct involvement through companies
5. Direct involvement through schools and companies
6. Direct involvement as a participant and also schools or companies
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B2. Were you directly involved in VET mobility processes from an institutional point of 
view?

1. No
2. Yes, through the European Commission or its agencies
3. Yes, as a country representative (e.g. Erasmus+ National Agency, national go-

vernment, etc.)
4. Yes as a regional/local representative
5. Yes, as a union or social group (either European or local) representative
6. Yes, as another group or institution representative

B3. All in all, are you able to understand and discuss how a VET mobility process develops 
as regard the perspective of participants, schools, or companies?

1. No
2. Just participants
3. Just schools
4. Just companies
5. Participants and schools
6. Participants and companies
7. Schools and companies
8. Participants, schools and companies

B4. (IF B3=2, 5, 6 or 8) If you are able to understand mobility from the perspective of par-
ticipants, what problems do you see regarding preparation, implementation and evaluation 
of the process? [more responses possible]

1. No problem
2. Problems in preparation (please, describe…………………………)
3. Problems in implementation (please, describe………………………)
4. Problems in evaluation/certification (please, describe………………………)

B5. (IF B3=3, 5, 7 or 8) If you are able to understand mobility from the perspective of schools 
and training centres, what problems do you see regarding preparation, implementation and 
evaluation/certification of the process? [more responses possible]

1. No problem
2. Problems in preparation (please, describe…………………………)
3. Problems in implementation (please, describe………………………)
4. Problems in evaluation/certification (please, describe………………………)

B6. (IF B3=4, 6, 7 or 8) If you are able to understand mobility from the perspective of com-
panies, what problems do you see regarding preparation, implementation and evaluation/
certification of the process? [more responses possible]

1. No problem
2. Problems in preparation (please, describe…………………………)
3. Problems in implementation (please, describe………………………)
4. Problems in evaluation/certification (please, describe………………………)
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B7. Independently of your experience, what would you suggest to solve the problems you 
perceive in VET international mobility organisation? [more responses possible]

1. No suggestion
2. Suggestions to improve preparation (please, describe………………………)
3. Suggestions to improve implementation (please, describe…………………)
4. Suggestions to improve evaluation and certification (please, describe……)

B8. In your opinion, which are the main obstacles to VET international mobility? Please, 
select the aspects that could discourage schools or companies from sending or hosting par-
ticipants? (maximum three options for outgoing and three for incoming mobilities)
(Programmer: random order)

Sending Aspects Ho-
sting

1 Language barriers 1
2 Insufficient number of candidates 2
3 Inadequate professional standards of candidates 3
4 Opposition of families to mobility 4
5 Inadequate candidates’ personal or interpersonal competencies 5
6 Inadequacy of possible tutors 6
7 Insufficient number of trustworthy partners 7
8 Heavy costs (direct or indirect) of the whole process 8 
9 Hosting organizations have no financial benefit 9
10 Lack of grants with respect to demand 10
11 Unbalanced distribution of the candidates’ gender 11
12 Inadequate accommodation for candidates 12
13 Administrative burden of the processes 13
14 Lack of recognition of periods spent abroad at sending unit 14
15 Lack of appreciation of mobility outcomes by labour market 15
16 Mistrust about mobility caused by previous experience 16
17 Too short length of stay 17

 
B9. As regard organisational and social issues you envisaged as obstacles to VET mobility, 
what are the possible areas of intervention?

1. No area in particular
2. Intervention areas (please, specify how as regard sending and hosting perspectives 

…….)
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B10. If you are able to figure out the costs of schools and training centres that send or host 
students abroad, which is the most relevant cost generated to schools and training centres 
by their engagement in sending and hosting activities? (Pick up one, the most relevant for 
both sending and hosting)

Sending Aspects for schools & training centres Hosting
1 Organizational costs 1
2 Direct staff costs (e.g. salaries, allowances, etc.) 2
3 Indirect staff costs (for tutorship, training, social activities….) 3
4 Loss in production/teaching times or quantities 4
5 Costs and time of dedicated structures 5
6 Cost of providing externally dedicated services 6
7 Other (Please, specify:…………………..) 7

B11. Now let us consider the companies that send or host apprentices abroad. Which is 
the most relevant cost generated to companies by their engagement in sending and hosting 
activities? (Pick up one, the most relevant for both sending and hosting)

Sending Aspects for companies Hosting
1 Organizational costs 1
2 Direct staff costs (e.g. salaries, allowances, etc.) 2
3 Indirect staff costs (for tutorship, training, social activities….) 3
4 Loss in production/teaching times or quantities 4
5 Costs and time of dedicated structures 5
6 Cost of providing externally dedicated services 6
7 Other (Please, specify:…………………..) 7

B12. Specifically regarding monetary and non-monetary costs related to mobility, what are, 
if any, the possible areas of intervention?

1. No area in particular
2. Intervention areas (please, specify how as regard sending and hosting dimen-

sions…)

B13. According to your experience, are there problems related to costs or organisation that 
are specific to some EU country?

1. No specific country-related problems
2. Problems specific to one or more countries (please, specify which countries and 

why…)
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C. Benefits and beneficiaries of mobility

C1. With reference to VET international mobility, please, consider the aspects described 
in the following and select three that, in your opinion, are a positive consequence of both 
sending and hosting practices (three for sending and three for hosting).

Sending Aspects Hosting
1 Improving participants and employees language skills 1
2 Motivating participants to learn and fulfil duties 2
3 Assessing the competencies of promising participants 3
4 Attracting potential talents at the recruitment stage 4
5 Improving participants and employees ICTs, innovation skills 5
6 Encouraging intergenerational exchange, culture sharing 6
7 Improving teamwork efficiency (excluding coaching costs) 7
8 Developing employees’ flexibility, other professional skills 8
9 Strengthening employees’ relationships with the sending or hosting 

unit, reducing turnover  (nice place to work)
9

10 Reducing extra-time work or improving time management 10
11 Smoothing process deployment, increasing production/sales 11
12 Broadening mind-set and business ideas 12
13 Improving knowledge of EU tools (e.g. Europass, ECVET....) 13
14 Improving international collaboration between units 14
15 Enhancing reputation/brand of collaborating units 15

C2. Now, please, consider the positive aspects you pinpointed as relevant from sending 
apprentices or students in VET mobility abroad. Which is the most relevant to you?
[Programmer: only the three select appear]

C3. And regarding the positive aspects from hosting apprentices or students. Which is the 
most relevant to you?
[Programmer: only the three select appear]

C4. And which is the aspect that, in your opinion, least apply to sending activities? 
(Programmer: same as C1 but those already selected)

C5. And which is the aspect that least apply to hosting activities? 
(Programmer: same as C1 but those already selected)
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C6. Regarding the aspects you envisaged as least applicable to mobility, do you think they 
could be improved with adequate intervention or they are simply irrelevant to VET inter-
national mobility?

1. Simply irrelevant 
2. Cannot be improved
3. Possible interventions for sending purposes (please, specify how…………..)
4. Possible interventions for hosting purposes (please, specify how...…………)

C7. In your opinion, which are the categories of possible recipients that get the highest 
and the lowest benefits from Erasmus+ VET mobility? Please, order the categories from 1 
(highest) to 7 (lowest benefits).

Category Order
Students/apprentices

Sending schools and training centres
Hosting schools and training centres

Sending companies
Hosting companies

Labour market
The European Union as an institution

C8. All in all, in a 1 to 10 scale, how much do you feel that sending apprentices or students 
is worth the effort to a school? 

Minimum=            =Maximum

C9. And to a sending company? 
Minimum=            =Maximum

C10. All in all, in a 1 to 10 scale, how much do you feel that hosting apprentices or students 
is worth the effort to a school? 

Minimum=            =Maximum

C11. And to a hosting company? 
Minimum=            =Maximum

D. Pointing to the future

D1. The large majority of students and apprentices who collaborated with the international 
survey stated that, if possible, they would repeat their mobility experience. According to 
your perception, is this what they really think, or is it just to be accommodating?

1. It is what people think
2. It is to be accommodating
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D2. Why? ………………………………………………..

D3. Some schools stated they are available to send or host more participants, others that 
last-year numbers should be maintained in the future, and others that they are going to 
reduce their engagement. According to your perception, schools will be more, the same or 
less engaged in the near future?

1. More engaged
2. Same engaged
3. Less engaged

D4. Why? Is there any difference between sending and hosting schools for their potential 
future engagement? ………………………………………………..

D5. Similarly, some companies stated they are available to send or host more participants, 
others that last-year numbers will be kept, and others that they are going to reduce their 
engagement. According to your perception, companies will be more, the same, or less en-
gaged in the near future?

1. More engaged
2. Same engaged
3. Less engaged

D6. Why? Is there any difference between sending and hosting companies for their poten-
tial future engagement? ………………………………………………..

D7. What could institutions, academia, experts, or other organisations do to improve fu-
ture mobility?

1. EU institutions……………………………..
2. National institutions……………………….
3. Private bodies……………………………..
4. Schools and training centres, educational systems……………..
5. Companies and industrial organisations………………
6. Academics, experts…………………………………….

E. Closing suggestions

E1. Our questions are over. Do you have any new suggestions for EU or national institu-
tions about how to improve and make international VET mobility easier? 

E2. Would you like to receive the final report (computer file) collecting findings from this 
survey? If so, please, provide us a valid e-mail address ………………..

Thank you very much for your kind collaboration. 
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